
RABOBANK
CASE STUDY

Rabobank is a Dutch multinational
banking and financial services company
headquartered in Utrecht, Netherlands.

They are a global leader in food and
agriculture financing and sustainability-

oriented banking.

Facts about the project:

Industry - Banking

Products Used - EVComplete and Office 365 Onboarding Complete

Archive Size - 200+ TB

Number of Users - 70,000 Users (49k active users / 20k leavers)

“It was the flexibility of the solution that delivered such exceptional
value, coupled with the scale of what we were able to achieve with

limited project resources.”, Jacob Kraft, Rabobank

https://www.rabobank.com/


Empowering
Digital
Transformation

With cloud platforms handling
a majority of infrastructure
needs, a growing focus is
managing the movement of
business data throughout the
enterprise lifecycle. 

This includes everything from
cloud onboarding, compliance
migrations, orexpiring legacy
data, to restructuring events
like mergers and acquisitions.

Cloudficient orchestrates these
transitions, handling complex
enterprise transformation
scenarios as a business
process, end to end with cloud
native technology.

Performing a data migration is more than just copying the data. There are
many additional tasks that need to be performed, tracked, audited and
reported on.

Read more about it in this article and see how our cloud native platform
scales to perform these operations.

https://www.cloudficient.com/blog/copying-data-is-just-part-of-your-migration-project


EV encompassed nine different
environments spread over five
continents

Largest EV deployment in Europe

EV archived data comprised of not
only current staff but also former
employees who had long left the
business

200+ TB to migrate 

More than ~70,000 users 
(~49k active users / ~20k leavers

 
Background

 
 Rabobank is a Dutch multinational banking

and financial services company headquartered
in Utrecht, Netherlands

After 10+ years, Rabobank was struggling
with an aging Enterprise Vault environment
reaching its limitations and need to know how
to get to Office 36

Challenges

https://www.rabobank.com/


Always do a Proof
of Concept!

Always!

Cloudficient solutions are 100% cloud-
based, drastically reducing required

on-premise components, with the
ability to spin up a dedicated tenant in

minutes. 
 

We advise you to Always do a Proof of
Concept. Click on the video above.

 
Confirming 100% compatibility for our

customers is a key part of our unique
approach to removing all project risk. 

 

Click the video image on the right, to learn
about Microsoft Service Protection

Throttling and how it might impact your
data migration project, and project

timelines. 

https://www.cloudficient.com/blog/video-always-do-a-proof-of-concept-always
https://www.cloudficient.com/blog/video-service-protection-throttling
https://www.cloudficient.com/blog/service-protection-throttling-major-game-changer-in-o365


“Considering, by the end, we had moved data relating to some forty-
thousand users, the scope of what we achieved really says
something about us as a small team, and about the choice of
technology we made early on. When we learned about Cloudficient's
EV retirement and Office 365 onboarding service, we believed we'd
found the best partner able to perform a migration like this
at scale.”, Martin Tapak, Rabobank

Cloudficient's EVComplete &
Onboarding 365 Complete solution
provided a seamless Office 365
onboarding process for Rabobank's
users

Key migration steps, such as user
communication, licensing, mailbox &
archive data synchronization and de-
provisioning of EV access, were
completely automated

While the entire proiect took 12
months the actual data migration was
approximately 6 months

The Solution

Built on the latest cloud native technology, the ReMAD Platform powers Cloudficient
solutions to meet the needs of the largest enterprise organizations – acting as a
command center for orchestrating complex transitions across multi-regional
environments. 

https://www.cloudficient.com/technology/remad-platform
https://www.cloudficient.com/technology/ev-complete
https://www.cloudficient.com/technology/onboarding365-complete


?

With unmatched next generation migration technology, Cloudficient is
revolutionizing the way businesses retire legacy systems and transform their
organization into the cloud. Our business constantly remains focused on client
needs and creating product offerings that match them. 

We provide affordable services that are scalable, fast and seamless.

If you would like to learn more about bringing Cloudficiency to your migration
project, visit our website, or contact us.

www.cloudficient.com

https://www.cloudficient.com/
https://cloudficient.com/contact-us

